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Permit is regarded as a written agreement between the person authorizing the
work and the person receiving the permit to work. Following Permit to Work were
issued in the Month of June 2020 at Korangi & K.T.
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NRL Safety Board is updated by second week of every month. Safety Board
shows the number of Safe Man-hours worked by NRL MPT and Non MPT Staff.
By the Grace of Al Mighty Allah and joint efforts by all of us, we have achieved
33.693099 millions safe man-hours with out Lost Time Injury as on 30th June
2020 Let us all give top priority towards safety, as there is no job, which cannot
be done in a safer way.

33.69 Million Safe
man hours till 30th
June 2020

INCIDENT / ILL HEALTH AND LOSS TIME INJURY
Incident

An incident is an unplanned,
undesired event that adversely
affects completion of a task.

Near miss

A near miss describes incident
where no property was damaged
and no personal Injury sustained,
but when given a slight shift in
time or position, damage and / or
injury
easily could
have
occurred.

Accident

Loss Time
injury
(LTI)

An accident is an undesired
event that results in personal
injury, property
damage and
equipment damage.
If any NRL employee on duty had
on the job accident, which render
the employee medically unfit to
resume of his duty next 24 hours
is considered to be lost time
injury (LTI).

INTERNAL / EXTERNAL MONITORING CONDUCTED BY HSE DEPARTEMENT

Stack Emission Testing

Drinking Water Sampling

Ambient Air Monitoring

Noise Monitoring in Plant Area

Vehicle Emission Testing

Internal Monitoring
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Employees working in the rain face additional hazards, such as poor visibility and wet, slippery surfaces. Here are work practices that will help prevent accidents and injuries when working in the rain.



Move more slowly and carefully. When working in the rain, a natural reaction is to try to work more
quickly to get back inside as soon as possible. However, because rain makes everything more
slippery, you should do the exact opposite—work more slowly and deliberately to prevent slipping
and falling,
especially when climbing ladders.



Use the correct equipment. Do not use electrical tools and equipment that are not specifically rated for outdoor use when working in the rain. When using hand tools, use tools with textured, nonslip grip
handles.



Wear appropriate rain gear. If you are cold and wet, you are likely concentrating more on how miserable you are than the work at hand. Rain gear which includes both a coat and pants or overalls
and is ventilated should be worn for prolonged wet-weather work. If it's cold and rainy, wool or
synthetic fibers specifically designed for cold weather use are the best for wear under rain gear
because it will keep you warm even if it gets wet. Also, wear rain gear that is the proper size; if it's
too large it may interfere with
movement.



Wear appropriate footwear. Footwear for use in inclement weather should have deep treads to
help
prevent slipping. Footwear that is in poor condition (treads are worn down or worn smooth
or footwear with holes) should not be worn. To keep water out of shoes or boots, make sure the
top of the shoe or boot extends above the ankle and rain gear extends to the ankles. Also, the top
of the boot or shoe should be inside the pant leg (as opposed to tucking the pant leg into the footwear).



Use proper hand protection. When doing work requiring a sure grip (using hand tools, for example), wear gloves that fit snugly and provide a nonslip grip. To prevent water from entering gloves,
make sure that the sleeve of the glove is either tight fitting or is long enough that it fits under the
cuff of your
raincoat.



Ensure that you can see. If wearing goggles or eyeglasses, use antifogging sprays or wipes on
them before going outside. Be sure that the area you are working in is well lit; if needed, light the
area using lights rated for outdoor use. Wear hoods or hats to keep rain out of your eyes. Also,
since hoods on rain gear narrow your range of vision, make it a point to turn your head to look
both ways and above and below you when wearing a hood in the rain.



Make sure that you can be seen. If working in an area where there is vehicular traffic (trucks, cars,
forklifts, etc.), always wear bright-colored, reflective vests or rain gear, even during the day. Do not
wear rain gear or vests that have become worn and are dull and/or no longer reflective.
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